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Five hundred years before the birth of Jesus, a God-realized being named
Lao-tzu in historic China dictated 81 verses, which are regarded by many
as the ultimate commentary on the nature of our existence.s researching
of 10 of the most well-respected translations of text message which have
survived for more than 25 centuries.ll reside in a fresh world aligned
with nature. Each chapter is designed for actually living the Tao or the
Great Way today. Dyer has examined a huge selection of translations of
the Tao Te Ching and offers written 81 distinctive essays on how to
apply the historic wisdom of Lao-tzu to today’s text messages,
practicing them each day and ultimately writing down these essays while
he felt Lao-tzu desired you to learn them. This work contains the entire
81 verses of the Tao, compiled from Wayne’ The classic text message of
these 81 verses, known as the Tao Te Ching or the Great Way, offers
assistance and guidance that's well balanced, moral, spiritual, and
constantly worried about working for the good. Wayne W. Some of the
chapter titles are "Living with Versatility," "Living Without Enemies,"
and "Living by Letting Move." Each of the 81 short chapters focuses on
living the Tao and concludes with a section known as "Doing the Tao
Now.This is a work to be read slowly, one essay a day.s modern
globe."Wayne spent one entire calendar year reading, researching, and
meditating on Lao-tzu’ As Wayne says, "That is a book that may forever
change the way you look at your daily life, and the result will end up
being that you’In this book, Dr. Composing this book changed me forever,
as well. I now live in accord with the organic globe and feel the best
feeling of peace I’ve ever experienced. I’m thus proud to present this
interpretation of the Tao Te Ching, and provide the same chance of
change that it has brought me."
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I’ve read almost everything written by Wayne Dyer and this stands out as
you of his best works. Lin Yutang, who was nominated for a Nobel Prize,
said the Tao Te Ching was the main one book, above all others, in
Oriental literature that needs to be browse. Dyer used ten translations
of the Tao, that he cobbled collectively his own verses. A book of
wisdom, but more from Dr. The Tao is an extremely profound book, very
deep, and challenging to understand. Five Stars This item was exactly as
advertised. Loved the publication, still studying daily. Wayne’s
explanations bring the Tao to life and so are understandable and
inspirational. However, the text can be repetitive and appears to
purport to relatively of an agenda, predicated on ideas expressed in his
earlier writings. The reader is definitely continually recommended to
surrender his/her ego, hand out their possessions (at least, give
something apart), don’t talk so much, avoid being aggressive or
confrontational and live basically and peacefully. This type of
existence is usually hard to juxtapose with modern American society.
Yet, the Tao is meaningful, multilayered and mystical. The challenge is
certainly to integrate and apply its teachings in one’s lifestyle; it
really is a volume to learn again and again. It could be the most
powerful book, I’ve ever experienced. Then, he writes several web pages
of his thoughts and interpretations on each one. The Epiphanies Happened
Eventually As I read this book, I begun to feel it's message was
redundant- different verses but the same interpretations.As I was
reading it, I had this constant yin yang banter going on in my
head:"What? Wait! That isn't ideal! The redundancy was required because
I just wasn't "getting it" for the first 66 verses.Other occasions,
however, it seems to me he misses the point and substitutes his own
world view for that of Lao Tzu.""Zero no no - mindless passivity isn't
the way of the Tao.""Oh wait, mindful actions - that's better. What I
DID SO on Vacation I believe Wayne Dyer got kind of burned out building
way too many series for PBS that dealt with living a full life."On the
positive side, there is a lot of wisdom in this publication. I have many
highlights to return over, and lots of work to accomplish applying and
"doing the Tao. Dyer in fact understands the Tao very deeply at
all.Apparently, he spent a year studying the Tao Te Ching in order to
write this book.In comparison, I understand folks who've spent years
studying the Tao Te Ching and would let you know plainly that they are
still working on understanding it.I don't know Dr. Dyer or any of his
other work, and it's possible that he's enlightened enough to "obtain
it" after only a year of study. Certainly sometimes he's i'm all over
this. I like that.One of the primary problems for me personally, I
believe, is that he overlays the Tao with God - explicitly here and
there, but moreover implicitly through the entire book. Nudge.
Obviously, the other stands in total opposition to the Taolsm. Dyer's
other efforts, I suspect you'll such as this book. This is a
surprisingly very good reserve. Dyer than Lao Tzu I have a lot of mixed



feelings about this reserve. At about the 67th verse, and through the
81st, I realized that book was exactly what I would have to be reading
at this precise time in my life.""Oh, that's great. Towards the end of
the read, I feel some significant personal revelations.On the negative
side, I don't think Dr." Great book We need to stop spending every
unwanted moment doing cultural media, and begin taking an introspective
consider ourselves.)Sometimes a new bottle releases tastes missed
before. It's very much like seeing after a period of blindness. Must
Have ! We are all creatures of habit.This book is very inspiring, it
reviews each chapter of the Tao in mere 2-3 pages. (It isn't easy to
appear in between three points without the use of a Venn diagram, but he
did. I’ve read almost everything written by Wayne Dyer which stands out
as you of his best functions. I have go through and enjoyed many
translated variations but I've found no one ... For the first time I can
actually know very well what has been said. Dr. Dyer's summary after
every verse is producing the verses superior for me.nudge. I have read
and liked many translated versions but I have found no-one that explains
that can compare with Dr. DYER.Dyer will a wonderful job expounding on
the secrets of the Tao.The philosophy of the Tao is one half of the two
views China developed on how best to live. I love that.Evidently, he
took time away and went to Hawaii or some other island paradise to
decompress.He read his method through the Tao Te Ching one chapter a
day, thought about it, then sat straight down and wrote something in
between an interpretation, an analysis, and a reflective essay. Brief,
concise and easy to comprehend.)This is an extremely well written work
that addresses clean insights and efficient responses to the individual
condition. I would strongly recommend this beautiful work for anyone
wanting understanding.If you like Dr. (Tao says, "fugedabowdit."
Confucious says,"Yo, Beeahch! Take action. W.If you're looking for deep
exposition on the nature of the Tao and how to live JUST HOW of Virtue,
I think you're better off looking elsewhere.From my understanding, the
Tao of Lao Tzu has little in keeping with the normal Western view of
God- and that indicates if you ask me a lack of real understanding about
the Tao... I am so grateful. Buy it! easy to use trying to apply the
teaching of TTC meant for daily life. ?Happy ?Happy Life changing
Awesome Wayne Dyer book Subtle wisdom A wonderful book to read and re-
read. Insightful and profound. Commentary is specially helpful. Its hard
to incorporate the tao into our daily lives.! Love Waynes books Five
Stars I bought this publication for my husband and he reads it everyday.
It's his fresh bible.
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